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The Week In
Review
International
The

wreckage

of

the

5.S

Titanic may remain at rest, according lO members of the scientific team
thai discovered
the 73-year-Old
wreck September I Robert Ballard,
the leader of the expedition,

said that

the fact that they "had found

the ship

where 1,500 people had died" was
looming most prevalently in the
crew's minds.
Many, however,
would like to see the ship brought
up, including salvage experts, treasure hunters, the curious rich, and the
Insurance company thaI had insured
the Titanic.
Ballard and his associates are keeping the location of
the site a secret.

•
Kenyon alumnus Olof Palme
was re-elected as Prime Minister of
Sweden Sunday,
as his Social
Democratic party retained control of
the Swedish government. The party
lost seven of its seats in the Parliament. The opposition called for less
state-involvement
in Swedish life
and cuts in the welfare state, The
outcome of the election is notlikely
to affect Palmes policies.

•
With the crash of a Midwest
Express Airlines DC-9 on September 6, which killed 31 people,
the death 1011 for airliners in 1985
has risen to 1,513. This is the highest numbers of fatalities in cornrnercial aviation history. Senators and
representatives from both parties are
calling for some toughening measures to be taken.

National
E.F. Hulton will take action
against middle level executives implicated in the 2 000 COUnlS of fraud
brought against ~he company. Fines
of up to 50,000 have been given out
to Hutton branch managers. The
general counsel, a senior vice president and the vice chainnan all resigned from E.F. Hutton.

Source: N. Y, Times and
U.S, News & World Repon
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The 1985 freshman class breaks
records in size and distinction
By Mo Donahue
This year Kenyon College not only
welcomed the largest freshman class
ever, 474 students, but for the first time
in Kenyon's history there are more
females than males in the freshman
class. 24 more females, to be precise.
However, these number, do not reflect
a lowering of Kenyon's standards. In
fact, the Admissions Office was more
selective than normal, and it could afford to be. The number of applications
for this year's class was the largest
number of applications ever, but the
percentage of students accepted to Kenyon was lower, targeting for a class of
450 students. In mid-June though. when
the replies from the students had come
in, and the agreed-upon date when colleges could not longer call upon student, on the wait list came by, it became
quite evident that Kenyon was a much
more popular school than the Admissions staff had realized. John Anderson,
Director of Admissions, said it was too
soon to tell whether this was a trend or
a one-year phenomenon.
This is a fairly typical class in relation to demography. There is a wide
representation of students from across
the nation. 25% of the freshmen are
from Ohio, which is considered a good
number for the College, There has been
a small but steady increase in minorities
at Kenyon, which has continued this
year. There are more students form the
South and from the West Coast, as well
as an increase in foreign students who
are planning to attend Kenyon for four
years. As usual, there are a substantial
number of student from the Midwest
and the East Coast,
Academically.
this
year's
freshman class has the highest percentage of students in the top 10% of their
high school graduating class in the last

ten years. The percentage of this year's
freshmen who scored above 650 on the
SAT in both math and verbal is higher
than last year's class, The percentage of
students who scored above 30 on the
ACT is 10% higher than any class in
the past 10 years.
Kenyon is also very concerned
about the interests of the studentsacademics, athletics, and hobbiesand the Admissions office makes a real
effort in drawing students with a wide
variety of interests. This is reflected in
the fact that at the Activities Man held
on the first Saturday of the semester,
most of the clubs reponed that the
number of people who signed up doubled or tripled previous years' sign-up
at the Activities Man.
The logistics of finding rooms for
the larger class was not too difficult,
but filling these rooms with furniture on
such short notice was a bigger problem.
Besides the all-freshman dorms of Norton, Lewis, and Gund, freshmen were
generally housed in six wings in Mather
and six wings in McBride. Last year,
as well as this year, it was necessary 10
use a seventh wing in McBride to house
the larger Freshman classes. (Last
year's freshman class was a record 450
students.) The decision to convert the
lounges to bedrooms has always been a
possibility, but the first time it became
necessary was this year. Out of 13
lounges in Mather and McBride, 1\
were converted into bedrooms. There
are 6 women's "lounges" which are
doubles, and of the 5 men's "lounges',
4 are triples. According to Dean Robert
Reading, Assistant Dean for Student Residences, whether more on the triples
will be converted to doubles as the year
goes on, it is hard to say. The actual
cost of convening the lounges' into
rooms was quite small; smoke detectors
had to be installed. locks added to the

doors, and the light switches had to be
moved to inside the room. Some of the
furniture arrived as late as the third
week of school.
One interesting fact about the
amiability of this class is that of the 249
women students, so few wanted singles
that there were singles available when
the school year started. Since then,
these singles have been filled up,
Dean Donald J Omahan, Dean for
Academic Advising, who coordinated
the college in welcoming the freshmen
during Orientation, said he felt that the
Freshmen
were a "good group of
people," Based on the applications and
Personal Data Forms he received from
the freshmen, he felt this class "wanted
to be in college;" he felt a real sense
giving among the students judging by
their contributions ill high school He
described this year's freshman Class as

Olin has some difficulties
By Paul Singcr and
Meryem Ersoz
Construction of the Olin Library
continues this fall with a concerted effort to keep inconveniences
to a
minimum as the August unveiling date
approaches.
The pouring of the concrete !loors
and the erection of exterior panels and
the roof of the Olin Library are being
completed in preparation for the coming
bad weather. William Dameron, librarian of the College, says thar , "The
main thing is to t1)' to get the new building fully enclosed before winter." He
projects that the building will be enclosed by December I at the latest and
thai some heating and electrical work
will be accomplished.
Presently. Dameron says that the
work schedule for the Olin Library is
two to Ihree weeks behind schedule due

to some unforeseen complications in the
early stages of construction, but Dameron says it is likely that this time will
be made up in the interior work At this
point, Dameron says. a more immediate
concern is improving the lighting problem in the Chalmers Library which was
caused by the removal of the central
staircase and the filling in of spaces in
the Chalmcrs architectural structure.
Plans have been made for additional electrical work and light fixtures,
especially in the upstairs where the
problem is most severe. Dameron says
that he expects the lighting to be improved in time for mid-tenns.
One of the largest tasks confronting the library project is the relocation
of Slacks. which is scheduled for the
day after Commencement. August 1 is
the projected target date for the unveiling of the new library system. The overSre

LIBRARY

Peirce manager leaves
cording to Kenyon's Food Service Director, John Missentzis,
very few
changes
have
been
made
in
the food
Tony Pantoni, manager of Peirce
program
this
year.
There
are
some
addidining hall for three years, left Kenyon
tions. but basically the menu has relast year when his company, ARA Sermained the same. Changes are not made
vices, promoted him to Food Service
by managers, but are the duty of the
Director
at a vocational-technical
Food Service Director. Therefore, Panschool in Vermont.
toni's absence has little impact on the
Pantoni was a graduate of the Culiactual food distribution program and its
nary Institute of America, which is
changes.
known as one of the finest cooking inDuties of dining hall managers institutions in the world. He came to Kenclude scheduling of employees and oryon three years ago from the foods dividering of food. Managers are also resion of a B.P. Goodrich plant where he
sponsible for the meeting of the aswas a management trainee. His was a
signed budget and enforcement of all
"lateral" move in management, moving
procedures. The dining hall manager is
from trainee to.manager. Pantoni is emin charge of his or her unit only. Willployed by ARA Services, the company
iams works at Peirce while Joan Fannin
responsible for Kenyon's food program
manages Gund dining hall.
and the food program which Pantoni
Tony Pantoni was wcll known
now directs in Vermont.
within the Kenyon community,
and according to M issentzis , "Tony's deciding
Mr. Pamonis position as manager
was filled by Oren Williams, Williams
to leave here was totally the promotion,
has thirty-five years experience in the he truly enjoyed Kenyon." Missenrzis
food industry, including having owned
also said that, since Pantoni still works
his own restaurant, and comes to Kenfor ARA, he will be returning to Kenyon
yon most recently from Columbus. Ac- from time to time,
By Andrea
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enthusiastic, bringing to Kenyon a wide
range of abilities, and a variety of experiences,
This large class has also had an
effect on the courses offered this year.
The Provost's office kept a close watch
on pre-registration
and prepared contingency plans. During Freshman Registration, 80 freshmen were closed out
of English 1-2. However a new English
professor was hired right away to teach
three more sections of English 1-2.
Changes in other departments include
hiring an extra person in the Political
Science department. Elizabeth Wirls.
Alonso Alegria was hired full-time in
the Drama department. An extra section
of Art 2 was offered a couple of days
after the school year began. Also because of the large number of students,
an Italian language course could be offered, although this doesn't mean only
freshmen are in it. In general though,
according to Dean Joan Straumanis,
academic Dean, the academic interests
of this class are similar to previous
classes.
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THE READERS WRITE
The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the editor. All submissions musr be signed and typed. doubled spaced.
The Editor reserves the right to edit all material while maintaining the original intenl of the submission.

A thank-you
from Harrianne
Dear Kenyon and Gambier Friends:
The better I get, the more I want
10 thank you all for your hopes and
wishes on my behalf. It has made a real
difference in my recovery, and I've
been so happy to hear from you I Cards,
posters, postcards: they've all been
wonderful, and I thank you from the
bottom of my heart.
To keep you posted, my recovery
continues - some of it quickly, some
of it slowly. The good news is that I
can walk now, and talk, even swim a
little, and my reading and running are
improving. The bad news, put simply,
is that some places still hurt, and the
brain recovers more slowly than the
body. In any case, everything continues
to improve, and I hope to be able to
show you and to thank you all in person
sometime soon.

Chaplain search continues
To Members of the Kenyon Community:
This fall Kenyon resumes the search for a new chaplain. The Search
Committee did an excellent job last spring, but {he time available was not
adequate to conduct and conclude a successful search. I determined, and
the committee members concurred, that the search should be extended into
this academic year.
I am pleased to announce that all the Chaplain Search Committee members who served las! year and are still on campus have agreed to continue.
These are Professors Michael Levine (who will be Chair), Larry Herman,
Harlene Marley, and Joan Slonczewski; Dean Kathryn Adkins; and Matthew
Eyerman, '86, and Ann Stevens, '86. Added to the committee arc Professor
Mary Dean-Orting, Charles Needle, '86, and oue student yet 10 be selected,
The Search Committee has established a schedule for the search. The
position is being readvertised during September, with a deadline for completed applications of November I, 1985. The finalist candidates will be
invited to visit campus early in the second semester. The new Chaplain will
take office on July I, 1986 or earlier, if available.
On behalf of the Chaplain Search Committee, J invite the support of
the Kenyon community in this search. Constructive points of view and
opinions on the selection of our new Chaplain will be welcomed by members
of the committee or by me. When candidates come to campus, there will
be opportunities for all interested persons to meet and talk with them. We
will keep the College informed about the progress of the search, Your help
and interest will be very much appreciated.
Philip H, Jordan, Jr.

Candidates bid for senior class
president position

Loomis plans "unforgettable" Senior Week

The Kenyon Collegian is published every Thursday while the College is
in session. except during examination and vacation periods. The views ex.
pressed in the paper do nOI necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.
Advertising is handled by the Kenyon Advcrtismg Bureau IKAB). a nonprofit student-run organization. Yearly sUbscriplions arc $20,00; checks
should he made payable 10 The Kenyon Collegian. Our mailing address is
Kenyon Collegian, Student Affairs Cenler. Kenyon College. Gambier. Ohio
43022.
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Best regards,
Harrianne (Mills)

Perspectives Editor
Clara Sc:hlesinger
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Campus jUdges
Rush inaccurately
This weekend marks the beginning of the fraternity Rush period, which
will last from September 20 until October 26. This five-week period most
directly influences over half the male population of the campus, but it also
affects most of the remainder of the campus population as well. Because of
its campus-wide impact. Rush merits careful consideration and evaluation
from all of us.
Rush provides everybody with the opportunity to examine the fraternity
system and consequently pass judgment upon it. Unfortunately, few people
recognize thaI, like most other activities, Rush has both positive and negative
aspects. Proponents of Rush are quick to sing it praises and deny its less
desirable consequences, while opponents of Rush eagerly denounce il and
fail 10 acknowledge its advantages.
Proponents of Rush claim that it is the main source of entertainment
on campus and is one of the best opportunities that freshmen and upperclassmen have for meeting each other and for partying together. Proponents of Rush also feel that is one of the best vehicles for introducing and
integrating freshmen to the fraternity system and its own unique lifestyle.
Often. after Rush is over, freshmen feel that they are more familiar and
comfortable with the fraternity system and have a better understanding of
the campus.
Opponents of Rush, on the other hand, believe that its negative consequences, such as excessive or uncontrolled drinking, increased pressure
from peers to drink, or destructive behavior and vandalism, far outweigh
the positive aspects of Rush. Opponents of Rush also argue that without
Rush, people would seek alternative, less destructive, forma of entertainment, and some maintain that the loud and crowded nature of Rush parties
make it difficult to meet people anyway.
Because Rush invites people, particularly freshmen, to assess the value
or me fraternity system. the campus is easily divided into these two opposing
sentiments, However, neither the proponents nor the opponents of Rush
represent it accurately and completely. Nevenheless, it is all 100 easy to
judge too quickly either way. If the goal of a liberal arts education is to
discipline our intellect, we must alllearn to base our decisions upon careful,
critical analysis rather than simply reacting in favor or against an issue such
as Rush without weighing the subtleties and complexities of both sides'
arguments, Therefore. it is up to individuals 10 assess carefully these two
views to develop their own judgments about Rush and fraternities. However,
it is up to all of us, in the future, to be more conscious of the problem which
making hasty and biased judgments presents to us as a campus.

Sept.
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By Meghan

E. Loomis

Perhaps the higgest challenge any
candidate ever faces is that of selling
oneself with an original language: making a statement which is devoid of triteness, cliches. and sugared tra-Ia-las.
But what choice is there but 10
say so. if one really does believe his or
hers is a great class. as [ do? [f one
really does feel he or she would do well
as president" If one really is. for example. willing to put the time into planning
and delivering an incredible Senior
Week" One is left with no choice but to
say so. So tra-Ia-Ia and away we go .
The fact that I think our class is
wonderful speaks to the purpose of my
running. I do nOI look at this as an opponunity to "clean things up a little" or
assume leadership for an otherwise
apalhetic bunch. On the contrary, my
pride in our class is what motivates me
to be involved. By its character, unity,

intelligence,
and collective sense of
humor and fun. the Senior class has
earned certain privileges, foremost of
which is a senior week simply not to be
forgotten. I'd like the chance to make
that happen.
I would bring to the office experience appropriate 10 the responsibilities
it entails. Having started a large club at
Kenyon (the Cross-County Ski Club),.
I've learned the nuts and bolts of getting
things done on Student Council. I've
also served on the Delegation to the Provost, Harcourt Parish Vestry, was coeditor..of Forewords our freshman year.
and am <:urrcntly co-editor of the Kenyon Journal. But it seems to me that in
the end, all the experience in the world
amounts to nothing, relative to the more
important issue of how much the person
wants to do the job, And I really want
to do this. Beyond Ihat, all seems secondary except my confidence that I am
capable of it. Oh yes, and one other

thing
If elected, I intend to spend most
of this year uncovering, finally, thaI
seemingly-elusive-but -c: 'mon-it 's-gottabe-there
Meaning
of Life, which
I will then reveal in a brief speed at
commencement.
Now really. Can yOU
afford to pass up this chance and risk
living the rest of your life with that nagging feeling thaI you might've known?

PERSPECTIVE
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Schwarz urges class camaraderie
By Christopher

M. Schwarz

The Agent helps to keep the class informed about Campus news and the

I believe that there are three impor(Jotaspects to the office of Senior Class
!'t'csident. One of these aspects is the
planning of social activities during the
I'car,concluding with Senior Week and
Commencement. Atter four years at
Kenyon, Senior Week should be a time
for classmates to celebrate and perhaps
reminisce about their time here. Senior
week should be geared to that sort of
reeling. Whether the events involve the
ever-present Beer truck or other outiogs, Senior Week should simply be a
time to enjoy our College graduation.
A, for Commencement, again it should
be an event that reflects the feelings of
the class as a whole. As President, I
would try to use the opinions and ideas
of the class when organizing Senior
el'ents.
An equally important part of the
Job is what occurs after graduation
The President becomes the agent be[ween the Class of '86 and the College.

Mazzacone sees
active Week

College informed about the Alumni
The least relevant aspect of the job is
seeking donations to the College. Its
greatest value is to aid in keeping the
Class informed about each other, so that
our associations do not end when we
graduate in May.
Finally, the important thing to remember is that the culmination of our

Chapman emphasizes leadership
By Drew Chapman
The position as Senior Class President should not be taken lightly. The
Job is not a social position. Through
working with the Senior Class Committee. the Senior Class President not only
plans social events for the Senior Class
over the course of the year and Senior
Week, but he/she will act as a liason
between the Class and the Alumni and
Development Offices; not only this year
regarding Commencement
activities,
but after graduation as the Class Agent,
Thejob as Class Agent is to keep your

class in touch with not only what the
fellow classmates are up to, but to inform the class of what Kenyon is doing
in regard to the Kenyon Fund. It is also
the job of the Class Agcnt to allocate
suppon for the College for the Kenyon
Fund and now the new Kenyon Cam-

paign. Lastly, the Class Agent and
Committee organizes class reunions.
My experience in this field is very
evident. As Alumni Chairman of Psi
Upsilon Fraternity. I not only had frequent contact with alumni personally,
but corresponded with them through letters: In addition I organized receptions
for parents and returning alumni. I also
have experience in working with the
Development Office. Through being on
the Delegation to the Vice President of
Development, I was fortunate to be one
of two students appointed to the Resource Planning Committee of the
Board of Trustees. This committee was
formulated for the planning and organization of the Kenyon Campaign presently in progress. ln this position I
acted as the student voice for the Board
of Trustees. I was able to work with
alumni, administration,
faculty, and
members of the Development Office
and Board of Trustees. As a result of
this opportunity,
I am aware of the
workings of the College.
Through other activities I also feel
I have the leadership skills necessary. I
was a member of Freshman Council and
Sophomore Class Committee, and was
a member of the Upperclass counseling
program,
One essential key to a successful
Senior year for our class is organization.
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By Bob Breck
No person shall.
Buy beer for or furnish it to a person under the age of nineteen. unless given by a physician in the regular line of practice. - Rev. Code of the
State of Ohio, Sec, 4301,69
I drink to make other people more interesting,

-

George Jean Nathan

It is (to plagiarize yet again) not good for man to be alone, but as the
first weekend of rush approaches. I'm getting a bit nervous about the load
capacity of the frat lounges. What with 410-odd freshmen bouncing from
frat to frat, will the floors be able to support the sheer weight? A physics
major friend has assured me that the second floors of. say, Hanna, have far
better structural integrity than the lounges above, and thus will act as a safety
net to catch anything that falls through. Yet, with all that gross tonnage (and
I do mean gross) going toe-to-toe with floorboards saturated with years of
spilled brew, I worry on. Rush may wind up making the Black Hole of
Calcutta look like a kindergarten birthday party.
"But it's only a party!" you wail. "It looked like lots of fun in Animal
House!" Ah, yes, but that wasn't filmed at Kenyon, now was it? Perhaps
however, the sequel
as everyone slobbers across the dance floor to the
Violent Femmes, Pinto tries to talk his Nazarene College girlfriend into
breaking curfew, the football team crashes in to hold the semi-finals of the
annual "Mr. PowerBelch" contest, while Bluto uses his pickup to fill the
swimming pool with every ice cube that ARA has in store.
. but no. How
could you hear the dialogue? Where could they fit the camera?
Suzy Benetton, who lives in Norton, comments that the rush parties
will serve as a valuable opportunity to interact socially with her peers,
not like the gecks at our end. More mature. And with good LSATs"
Indeed, many upperclass men share your concern, Suzy. and would be more
than glad to show you their transcripts "up in my room." Lonely people of
the campus, unite! You have nothing to lose but your structural integrity.
Of course, this all depends on your perspective. Serious academic
types, rather than avoiding them, should embrace the rush parties as an
exercise in practical research. A few possibilities: Anthro types can brood
over the lack of progress we have made since the Pliocene. English
tweedheads can draw parallels with Golding's Lord of the Flies. Pre-med,
bio, and cnem folk can get some practical training for an internship in the
Bowery. And Religion scholars can ponder the mystical quest for the all-powerful that drives us onwards even as we doubt its very existence: the keg.
Ah, yes, beer! I knew that this had to dribble down our chin sooner or
later. I could deal with the harder liquids, but the heady stuff is the true
lifeblood of rush, with a character all its own. Think: how many tan drinks
do you know? As the nectar of the gods is gassed out of its home with the
consistency of Dream Whip and the assembled convince themselves that
they are drunk and having fun, free license is given to al1 sorts of quasi-felonious hijinks.
Which brings us, of course, to the morning after. Good news at last:
recent high court decision (Norron \IS. Leonard, Bene/ton vs. Ferret, Renaissance Woman vs. Phi Upsilon De/ta Fraterniry) have established a firm legal
precedent for the ''I'm real sorry, I was drunk" defense. And as for the
damage suit brought by your gray cells, all will be forgiven with the aid of:
1) Two Alka-Seltzer, swallowed without chewing, 2) Loud moaning. interspersed occasionally with pleas to your roommate to "stop breathing so
damn loud," and 3) A vow to never, ever, nolreallymeanit go to one of
those things again. At least before lunch.

Bausinger anticipates working with students
Kelly

page six

compiled by The Quesfion,\,f"sler

Sanders

By Michael A. Mazzacone
As 1 see it. the primary responsiblity of the Senior Class President is to
act as liason between the Administration
and the Class concerning Senior-related
activities this year. In order to do this
effectively, it is necessary to stay in
close contact with the Class, It is not
my wish to get into office and make all
of the decisions. What I want is input
from you to determine what sort of activities we want (Q plan during the year,
Senior Week, and Commencement.
I
will move on those plans to insure that
a) the Class Gift will be something we
will be proud of, b) Commencement
will really be a thing to remember. and
c) that no one is standing around during
Senior Week wondering either where all
the beer is or why there is nothing going
on. I love parties - not just attending
them but throwing them. Senior Week
is one large party - let's have a bash
and go out with a bang.
I have never been a member of Student Council and have not worked with
the Administration at all. I consider this
a plus. I will be a new face and an eager
force in the Dean's office. I'm certain
that I can work well with the Deans and
put together a great year for us, after
all, this is our year.

By Therese

s~CHAPMAN

Exercise your liberal arts education! Test your ability to absorb useless
knOWledge!

1. What is Colonel

Senior year is a time to enjoy and re-acquaint ourselves with the other members
of the class. This should always be kept
in mind by the President and Class committee, After aIL it is the associations
and friendships we made here which we
will carry with us after we leave Kenyon.

the

Vicki Bausinger is the campus
newest trouble-shooter.
As the Coordinator of the Student Social Programs,
she is available to help students cope
with the bureaucratic "red tape" which
they confront when trying to plan student-initiated activities, such as parties,
concerts, or lectures. Bausinger perceives herself as a resource for students
who wish to organize such activities.
In her newly created position as
Coordinator of Student Social Programs
her job basically is to help organizations
plan, publicize and follow through with
student inspired social events. "I serve
as a liason between the students and the
deans," explained Bausinger, "I can tell
students if their ideas will go over and
then help them contact the right people
to put their ideas into action."
In addition
to these responsibilities. she is also the supervisor of
the Gund Commons Lounge. In this capacity. she oversees the student workers
employed in the lounge and addresses
any grievances they might have in connection with their job.
While a student at Mt. Union College, Bausinger gained experience in
student leadership. She was vice president of her music sorority. house man-

ager for her social sorority and a reporter for her school newspaper.
Following her graduation in 1919,
she taught for six years_ During this
time, she worked with the activities of
different
student
groups
1Il
the
Portsmouth and Ravenna area schools.
These activities included directing the
high school musical, sponsoring the
cheerleading squad, as well as organizing dances, parties, basketball toumarnents and other like functions on both
the high school and junior high school
level.
Bausinger sees her pursuits of
former years as particularly valuable to
her present job, for she will be able "to
draw from experience, to know what
activities were successful or fun and use
them,"
Stating that "students are stui dems."
Bausinger says working with
college age rather than junior or senior
high students. "dces not seem to be much
harder." The advantage of working with
older students as Bacsinger bluntly put
it is that they have minds, "They have
all kinds of good ideas, You delegate
the responsibility and say 'here's how
you go about it' and they take it from
there."
Bausinger chose to come to Kenyon because she likes the small college

atmosphere that she enjoyed while a student at Mt. Union College. She was also
attracted by Kenyon's reputation. "Kenyon is a great place, it has a lot to offer
both students and staff," she commented.
As for the small town atmosphere,
it is not new to her. "I'm used ot it," she
said, citing her childhood spent in
Gonawanda,
New York, a town 01
3,000. "I like small tOWIlS." Seen in
contrast to her years spent in the Cleveland area where "everything was rushrush," the peaceful quality and unhurried pace of Gambier comes as a restful
change. "It's nice how students go
home at lunch and the bank takes half
an hour off,"
The relevance of the small
town-small college environment to her
job, as she sees it is, "a college gives a
sense of community to everyone." The
function, then, of this college 'in general
and her job in particular is to supply a
social life to students who have no big
cities, bars, concerts "but," she hastens
to add, "the right kind of social life.
Some kind of social activity that appeals
to everyone- and that's what I'm here
for!"
See

BAUSINGER
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they see things." She found out what
Coming soon. , .
makes a good story, and learned much
about the field of communications _ a
field in which she hopes to continue in
the future.
Working as a canvasser for the
Ohio Toxic Action Project. sophomore
Highlights
include:
David Bartram found a job "he can really respect himself for." Being 1I canvasser entailed going from door to door
Evening Concert:
Fri., 8 p.m. - Sat, 7:30 p.m.: A wide
asking people to support his cause.
range of Rhythm and Blues, Bluegrass,
Along with making money. he was
Cajun, and folk music from lndia,
dealing with issues which greatly inCambodia,
and Afro-America.
terested him. "What really surprised me
the most was that it worked:' said BarDaytime Workshops
and
tram, "and that people were really reCrafts Demonstrations:
ceptive to my efforts:' He also feels
Sat. and Sun" II a.rn. to 5 p.m.'
canvassing really helped his confidence
Demonstrations
of Ohio crafts and
in dealing with other people. The Toxic
skills, including instrument making,
Action Project is a branch of the Citizen
quilting, rug weaving, and much more.
From: "The Amish: Nor (Q be Modem."
Action Network, which is, according to
By Ann Stt"vens
Bartram, "a growing force in today's
Traditional
Foods:
Regional delights: Serbian, Italian and
In the fall of 1983, New York film
politics."
Greek food; award winning Cleveland
makers Victoria Larimore and her husSophomore Janet Lord spent her
ribs, fresh com. homemade pastries.
band Michael Taylor began filming
summer working for the Radiology and
"The Amish: Not To Be Modem:' a
Pathology billing office at Johns HopIfinterested:
Cal! Tony Ziselberger
at PBX 2446.
one-hour film which documents a year
kins University Hospital
Janet's rein the life of the Amish community in
Rides to the Festival may be arranged.
sponsibilities
included dealing with
Holmes County, Ohio.
problems concerning insurance and bilOhio, incidentally, is the home of
ling. "I gained insight into how a govover half of the Amish people in the
ernmenr agency (Medical Assistance)
world. The film will be shown here at
works and was appalled at how difficult
Kenyon on Monday evening,
Sepit was to get information; the red tape
tember 23, at 8:00 p.m. in Bio. Aud.,
was awful.vJaner
also dealt with paand then again during Common Hour
tients covered by Crippled Children InBy Lisa Clements
Senior Ellie Tytus worked as an surance. All in all, Janet feels that her
on Tuesday, September 24, also in Bio.
Interested in an unusual and parintern for Taft Broadcasting, Inc., a summer job has boosted her self-confiAud. A discussion with film makers
ticulary challenging summer job? Over
local television station in Cincinnati.
Larimore and Taylor, will follow the
dence enormously,
and at the same
the summer several Kenyon students
Her job consisted of a diverse mixture:
Monday evening showing.
time, that it has given her the opportufound various jobs that boosted selfwriting scripts, finding sites for shoots,
The "most crucial part of making
nity to work in one of the most highly
confidence and served as foundations
editing commercials, and doing some regarded medical institutions in the
the film" says Taylor, was living and
for future careers. The jobs ranged from
public service work on the Family country.
working in the Amish community for
working as an intern for a local tetevrsApart/Family Together project. Ellie
several months prior to the actual filmIn addition to these students,
ion station to working at one of the
discovered the "unbelievable influence
ing.
sophomore Brad Gregg worked at Camp
many billing offices at Johns Hopkins
that television has on the American pubLiving in small farm communities
University Hospital.
lie as far as what they think and how See JOBS page six
virtually untouched by modern American society, the Amish spend their lives
farming and keeping house in essentially the same way as their colonial ancestors.
They have no electricity,
plumbing, telephones - none of the
instruments
of modern technology.
Their dress is likewise simple, the men
wear black coats and trousers, I while

47th National Folk Festival
Cuyahoga Valley
Sept. 20, 21, 22

Amish film:
unique and insightful

Summer jobs boost
self-confidence

***********.*.*.**
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Ulysses

Directed by Mario Camerini; starring
Kirk Douglas, Anthony Quinn, and Silvana Mangano; 1955; 108 minutes.
Filmed along the Mediterranean
and Aegean Sea routes over which the
Greek hero Ulysses traveled and fought,
Homer's Odyssey is recreated in this
film rendition of the Greek Myth.
Although lacking the Star Wars
type of special effects, Ulysses does
bring together a number of Italian and
American film stars. The film should
be of special interest to Classics majors
and students
enrolled
in Classical
Mythology. - Marthew Eyermsn

Directed by Karel Reisz: starring Meryl Streep and Jeremy Irons: 1981; 124
minutes.
Chalk it tip as a very nice try, Filming John Fowles' novel. after all,
is an impossible task; the book is a pastiche of Victorian and modern observations on sex. life. literature. et at.. wound around a plot with (as 1 count
it) at least three endings,
All of this is stripped down and wrapped up into a neat little parcel by
scriptwriter Harold Pinter. who constructs a film-within-a-film
with two
parallel stories: Victorian lovers Sarah Woodruff and Charles Smithson and
the actors playing them, Anna and Mike, who are also having an affair, The
result avoids a single. simplistic storyline, but both halves necessarily suffer
from the skipping back and forth between time zones
An interesting film. with fine if chilly performances. but Cliff Notes
are in no way intended as a substitute for a thorough reading of the original
text. - Bob Breck

Shane
Directed by George Stevens;
Palance, 1953; [18 minutes.

starring

-

Sept. 19, 198?

Alan Ladd. lean Arthur and Jack

Based on the novel by Jack Shaefer. Shane is the archetypal family
western. Its plot is deceptively simple - a mysterious stranger (Ladd) rides
into a Wyoming valley of the 1860's and ends up helping the homesteaders
(Arthur) in their battle against cattlebarons and hired killers (Palance) _ but
it is not to be underestimated.
Shane, receiving six Academy Award nominations and a justly-deserved Oscar for its breathtaking cinematography,
is a truly complex film
exploring the mythic proportions of heroism and the evolution of American
society. A true classic. - C. R. Siders

U1Y4.
Released in the U.S.A. in 1982: directed by Jean-Jacques Beineix , Wilhelmenia Wiggins Fernandez, and Frederic
Andrei: music by Vladimir Cosma; [[9
minutes,
Because it has received the top
French film prizes, the Cesars. Best
First Film by a director, and more. it's
no wonder Diva has maintained itself as
a cult film.
Jules (Andrei), a young Paris mailman. had no idea that his illegalt~
of prima donna Cynthia Hawkins' perfcrmance WOJld lead to master criminal
Sapona'v attempts upon his life, to
blackmail
threats
on his beloved
Cynthia (she refuses to produce any recordings of any kind). and to his involvement with his saviour Gorodish.
who practices Zen and lives in an immense
apartment
with
a young,
paradoxical girl named Alba
No matter what your taste is in
movies, Diva and the world created in
it by Jean-Jacques Beineix represents
119 minutes you should not miss.
- Craig Siders

•I

the women adorn themselves
dark skirts and bonnets.

in long,

In the simplicity of this lifestyle,
Larimore has discovered "a feeling for
cyclical things - the Windmill, the
wheels on their buggies. There is a
wholeness. It's not a fragmented life."
Taylor further comments, "the Amish
aren't some weird religious sect. Irs
Christianity, a very. very prue form of
it."
The film (funded by a grant from
the Humanities Council and additional
monies from the National Endowment
for the Humanities and various private
supporters)
is unique because the
Amish have, in the past. refused to be
filmed because of their interpretation of
the Biblical command prohibiting graven images. Recognizing the sincerity
of Larimore and Taylor, however, a
number of the Holmes County Amish
agreed to be filmed from afar, and SOme
agreed to narrate the film.
"The Amish: Not To Be Modern"
is a film characterized by the insightful_
ness and sensitivity of its makers, as
well as the sincerity and charm of its
subjects. Be sure to see one of the film's
two showings on Monday and Tuesday
of next week. Sponsored by the Faculty
Lectureships Committee.

-------------j

r---------F'iday
Lecture

Tomorrow, Dr. Don Fischman will be giving a lecture on "Differential
gene expression and myofibril assembly in embryonic striated muscle."
The lecture will be held in the Biology Auditorium at 4:20 p.m. All are
welcome.

--------1

r---------

Film

and

Monday

Discussion

"The Amish: Not To Be Modem" is the title of a film to be shown at 8:00
p.m. this Monday night in the Bio. AUd, Film makers Victoria Larimore
and Michael Taylor who created this film will be on hand following the
showing for a discussion. It will be shown again at Common Hour in the
Bio. Aud. on Tuesday, Sept. 24. Sponsored by the Faculty Lectureship
Committee and by grants from the National Endowment for the Humanities
and the Ohio Arts Council.

f----------Kol Nidre
There will
in Weaver
College in
community

Tuesday-

I

Service
be a Kol Nidre Service this Tuesday evening (9/24) at 8:{)() p.m,
Cottage, Visiting Rabbi Bruce Greenbaum of Hebrew Union
Cincinnati will be conducting the service. All members of the
are welcome to attend.

------------1

1--------------Wednesday
Yom

Kippur

Service

&

Break-Fast

There will be a Yom Kippur morning service at 10:00 a.rn. this Wednesday
(9/25) in Weaver Cottage. Rabbi Bruce Greenbaum will be conducting the
sewice. A Break-Fast will follow that evening at 8:00 p.m. in Weaver
Cottage. All are welcome to attend.

r---------Thumlay'-----

---1

Lecture
loan Slcnczewskf , Assistant Professor of Biology, will be lecturing at Common Hour one week from today (Thurs., Sept. 26) on "Aids Disease: the
Virus Behind the Plague." The lecture will be in the Biology Auditorium.
,All are welcome.
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Elmer wins it in OT

Lords Edge Tiffin 1-0

Lords soccer on the offensive

-Case leads

NCAC

Footballers drop home opener 31-1 0
By Lawrence

Paolucci

The Kenyon Lords opened the
home season last Saturday with a 31-10
defeat versus last year's NCAC Champion,Case Western Reserve University.
With the loss the Lords fall to 0-2 on
the season and 0-1 in the conference.
Case Western, on the other hand, raised
its record to 2-0 on the season and extended their winning streak to 12
g~mes,
Case opened the scoring when
senior place kicker Mike Weber made
a 30-yard field goal with 7:46 left in the
lst quarter, making the score 3-0, This
drive was started after Case defensive
back Kurt Walcott recovered a fumble
on the Kenyon 46. After the field goal
Case's offensive attack scored again
when tailback Bill Ftnesilver ran 8yards for a touchdown making the score
10-0 This scoring drive was also
triggered by a Kenyon fumble, this
time by quarterback Eric Dahlquist on
the Kenyon 35. Kenyon did manage to
get on the scoreboard before the end of
the half when Wally Danforth kicked a
26·yard field goal with 5:26 remaining.
Despite a sloppy offensive performance
in'the "first half, the Lords were down

ated mioos-24 yards rushing. In SlUIl, Ill: Kenonly 10-3 and had a reasonable chance
yon offense generated 163 yards as
for victory.
compared to 429 yards for Case, This
In the third quarter, Kenyon was
offensive inefficiency can again be attriable 10 stay within a touchdown of the
buted to inexperience and injury. The
Spartans as both teams split a pair of
injury 10 senior running back Mall
touchdowns, Case-Western's SCore came
Lampe has hurt the offense immensely.
on a 10-yard run from Case quarterback
Additionally, with a freshman starting
Tom Jonozzc, making the score 17-3.
quarterback and receiving corps of incxThe Kenyon defense, who not only had
prienced sophomores, the offense has
to deal with the potent Case offense but
not yet gelled into a cohesive unit.
also had to rise above the Kenyon ofOffensively, the only bright spots
tenses's inability to sustain a drive,
countered this touchdown with a score of came from freshman quarterback Eric
Dahlquist and junior tight-end Dan Waltheir own. Junior linebacker Tim Rodeck. Waldeck made nine receptions for
gers intercepted a Jonozzo pass and
112-yards, including a 40-yard pass reraced 42 yards for a TD, making the
ception. Dahlquist, on the other hand,
score 17-10 Case, with 22 seconds rein his first college start, completed 18
maining in the third quarter. This was
of 33 passes for 156-yards. Defenas close as the Lords would come, howsively, many Lords had good perforever, for the Spartans of Case Western
mances. Defensive back Jeff Schleich
owned the fourth quarter. They scored
two more touchdowns against a weary' led the team in tackles with 15, followed by linebacker Carlos Cofield with
defense giving them the final margin of
12. Additionally, four players had ten
victory, 31-10.
tackles each. The defensive star was
The Lords problems all afternoon
linebacker Tim Rogers. He made nine
can be attributed to two major factors:
.lack of execution in sustaining an of- tackles and scored the Lord's lone
touchdown on his interception return.
fensive drive, and an almost nonexisThe Lords next game is at home
tent running game. The Lords offense
this Saturday at 1:30 versus the Bishops
was plagued by six turnovers (four fumof Ohio Wesleyan University.
bles and two interceptions) and gener-

Lords line works hard to gain recognition
By Chris Schwarz
Quick, who blocked for O.J.
Simpson? Answer: The Electric Company. Here's your second chance. Who
blocks for John Riggins? Answer: The
Hogs. Any avid football fan should
know the answer to both of those queslion~. But how many people know that
Reggie McKenzie and Joe DeLamielleure, Joe D. for short, were part of the

By Jennifer Roberts
The men's soccer team opened a
two
game
homestead
this
past
weekend with a 2-0 loss to De Pauw.
"They (De Pauw) were better than a
year ago." Vennell stated, "They're
more of a veteran learn. although
they're young, They are where we'll be
a year from now."
De Pauw scored their first goal on
the fITSIshot of the game. John Lysaker. the
Kenyon goalkeeper. got a hand on it.
but couldn't save it. The Lords outshot
the opposition 4-3, but couldn't score,
although they had one close shot on a
header by Peter Gaillard.
In the second half, De Pauw had 7
shots on goal to Kenyon's 5. Their other
goal came on a comer kick and a critical
error on the Lords' part. Overall, Coach
venneu said he "couldn't be more
pleased with Friday, except for the
score. In a close game, players need
critical saves at critical times, and that's
what we didn't do."
That is what the Lords did on
Saturday against Tiffin, Kenyon held on

to win 1-0 in overtime in an intense and
very rough game. Many of the goal attempts came from penalities for fouls
and two yellow cards were issued. "11
was a rough game." said vennen "But
it's not good pointing fingers. It all depends on which side of the net you're
S1anding on,"
The Lords had four times as many
shots on goal as Tiffin in the first half,
but didn't score. In the second half the
play was a little more even with Tiffin
taking 6 shots to Kenyon's 4. The Lords
managed to keep them from scoring
with key saves by Lysaker and a solid
defense led by George Cohen.
In overtime, the Lords pulled it all
together and dominated the play. Tom
Elmer scored the winning goal five minutes into overtime, and then Kenvon held
Tiffin scoreless for the final fifteen minutes. '·We showed an intensity and desire that was good to see. It's a matter
of being able to reach down and get that
little extra, even when you're tired. I
thought our guys were super that way,"
said Coach Vennell.

Cross country making moves
By Laurence

Cooper

A double feature - IwO weeks in
review for the cross-county
teamfeaturing a stellar performance
by
Charles Cowap with a fine supporting
cast bringing us the likes of Al Heatherington and Steve Manella.
Week One: The Battle of the Heat.
The place: Marietta. The time: High
noon. The SIOry - Facing one of the
most challenging terrains of the season
the men faced two strong learns fielded
by Marietta and Muskingham. However, the toughest match proved to be
against the weather. In 95 degrees and
considerable humidity the men began
the race with a splendid start. Unfortunately, the race had another two miles
to go during which the heal began to
take its toll. With the end just beyond
the crest of the last hill the front runners
began to tire. Charles Ccwap after gtv-:
ing us his all (both before and after the
race) withered in the heat. His epic
struggle has fast become one of Kenyon's running legends - an inspiration
to us all. Freshman Al Heatherington
came in first for the surviving Lords in

It is time to bring this quiz to the
local level. Who blocks for the Kenyon
Lords football team? The names John
Wilson, K. D. Foster, John (the Colossus of) Rhoads, Dave Hanson, Brian
Conkle, and Dan Waldeck should
quickly come to mind. They have no
nickname yet, and they toil in relative
obscurity, but they work just a~ hard as
the pro linemen.
II has been an unforgiving and difficult year so far for the line. All of
them would surely tell you they "Canplay
better than they are presently. They
standing defense against a quick and have fared better when the Lords have
talented Woosler front line:' according
thrown the ball. This should come as no
surprise. As John Wilson estimated, the
to Moore. Even though the Scots scored
3 goals. Brown again "was superb in line pass blocked close to 80 percent of
the time last year. However, anyone
goal:· saving 20 Wooster sh!lts, Moore
also praised sweeper Pennie White for would tell you that laSI year ws simply
that. In the past, the LQrds never had to
her part in "some excellent defensive
establish a running game. They passed j
plays:·
well and they passed most of the time. ll:
The Ladies young and inexperiThis year, with an improving but
enced offense was unable to crack an
inellperienced passing corps, the LQrds s:
impenetrable Scot defense, mustering
are forced to run the football more
just 3 shots on goal. Moore ellplained
ReSlUccia and untz: bear down.
often. Here, the offensive line has not
that '·our forward line was unable to susbeen as successful. The stats are the best
tain an attack. Wooster·s defense kept
us off balance and we were unable to indicator of the Slruggle. After two
game. The offensive line performed the
games, the Lords have 12 total yards
establish a passing game to give us pentask of protecting their quarterback from
offense on the ground, To solely blame
etration into their defellsive end:·
Grabisna admirably on Saturday.
the offensive line is unfair and irraThis Friday and Saturday, Kenyon
Also, it should be remembered that
tional. They have had to block two of
will be at Hope. Michigan for an invitathe running backs are not at full
tional tournament. On September 17, the toughesl defenses they will have to
strength. Fullback Kreig Spahn is jusl
face this year.
Kenyon battled NCAC foe Ohio Wesreturning from injury and halfback Matt
leyan here. After the Hope Invitational,
This past week's challenge was
Lampe is still recovering.
Erwin Grabisna, the defensive end who
the 0-1-1 Ladies have 5 home matches
The offensi ve line is taking their
had wreaked havoc run in against Oberin 12 days. Teams that will be traveling
difficulties with a grain of salt. They
lin two weeks ago. Grabisna is the type
to Gambier will be Oberlin on the 24th
are an experienced group of players,
of player who shows disdain for prewith 16 years varsity play between
Denison and Ashland on the 28th, Musgame m'eals and prefers to feed leisurely
kingum on October I, and Wooster
them. The past team won-loss records
on the opposing offense during the
(again) on October 5th.
show that they are capable of blocking

Electric Company? Or, for that matter,
that Russ Grimm and Joe Jacoby block
for Riggins. The point is, it is easy to
remember 0.1. and Riggins and even
the offensive line nicknames, it is far
harder to recall Ihc linesman '5 names or
even where they are from. If you care
to argue that, just Iry to name the lOp
five linemen in Pro Football. Answer:
Impossible!

29:57. You can rest assured that all of
the runners put in fine performances and
we can sum up the day by saying that
the "heat is on"
Week two: The Plains of Denison.
The conditions were much kinder and
so .was the course. After an inspiring
perfonnance by the Ladies earlier in the
day the men geared up for action. Steve
Manella and again Al Heatherington
(who is rapidly on his way to creating
a dynasty) were the leaders for the team
clocking in at 28:27 and 28:46 respectively for the five mile course. Charles
Cowap recovered his composure to
pece 3rd f(T tie Lcnls. 'Ibe 4th aOO 5th peces
went to Gordon Cambell (who is probably our most improved runner) and
Laurence Cooper. All in all it was a
rather unlucky day at the races, for the
team was pipped by Denison, who narrowly won by 7 points.
Looking ahead to the weekend,
Kenyon finds themselves at Earlham for
the GLCA's. This will be the first real
measure of how the harriers stack up
against their competitors in the race for
the regionals.

Ladies face tough schedule
By Darryl

Shankle

The Kenyon Ladies opened their
field hockey season last week on the
road at Wittenberg University and the
College of Wooster. Last Wednesday,
Kellyonbattled the Tigers of Wittenberg
to a 1-1 tie, Traveling to the home of
reigning NCAC champion Wooster. the
ladies fought hard but returned to Gam·
bier on the short end of a 3-0 score.
·'Wittenberg
played a different
brand of hockey than we ·ve seen:' commented head coach Salldy Moore,
"They played 'hit-and-run,· and it was
hard to work the ball downfield:· Despile the Tigers' tough, aggressive play.
Kenyon's young offense tested WU's
defense with 11 shots on goal Junior
GretChen McGowan took advantage of
01"leof those opportunities and scored
the Ladies' first goal of the year on an
aSsistfrom senior Pennie White. On the
~fensive end, sophomore goalie JessICaBrown made Wittenberg work for
their only goal as she blocked 13 Tiger
SCoringatlempts.
Taking on a very powerful Wooster squad, the Ladies again "played out-

i

and, in tum, winning. The coaching
staff feels, and veteran John Wilson agrees, that it is fundamentals and intensity that the line has to work at. Wilson
feels thai the line has accepted the challenge of improving and is getting better
every day. Truly, they are neither the
Electric Company nor the Hogs. They
work at the same thankless task as the
Pros, though, getting dirty and springing Ihe quick men free. With their continuing work, there is not doubt that
they will improve as the year progresses.

ET CETERA
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Kenyon works with high schools

OFF THE WALL

Students with above average ability in English and history at John Hay
High School in Cleveland now have the
opportunity to enroll in college-level
courses thanks 10 a joint program between the inner city school and Kenyon
College
About thirty John Hay students are
participating this year in the SchoolCollege Articulation Program (SCAP).
which
offers
introductory
Kenyon
courses to eligible secondary school students in their own classrooms. The College awards Kenyon credit to students
successfully completing the courses.
which are usually taken in a student's
junior or senior year or both.
Faculty members from Kenyon
and John Hay English teacher Dave
McGraw and history teacher Allan Keller work cooperatively to design and
present the courses. While McGraw and
Keller do the day-to-day instructing.
there is constant participation by Kenyon College professors in the same discipline overseeing instruction, evaluation. and problem solving. The College
faculty occasionally instructs a class,
and the students will periodically visit
classes at Kenyon.
"Students are asked to go a lot
deeper into material than they had be-

Library
continued

Chapman's poisition
contmued

from page three

Through my knowledge of various campus affairs I believe my experience demonstrates this ability.
Over the course of this year, if
elected President of our Senior Class, I
hope to have more Senior class events
(Dinners, Dances, Senior night at the
VI. Bowling etc ). However, the most
important time for us comes during
Senior Week when we have the opportunity to reflect on our friendships
which have developed in the past four
years. This week should be filled with
happy memories of which we can reflect
back on as alumni It should be organized, well-thought out. and most of
all involve the whole class, not just the
Senior Class Committee, in generating
ideas for various activities. This is essential so that most everyone can be
satisfied We have a wide variety of personalities in our class and I strongly
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urge the participation of everyone. This
I will accomplish through having many
surveys regarding activities, class gift,
and Commencement speakers. I also intend to have the weekly Senior Class
Committee meetings open to all.
As my letter demonstrates, I am
aware of the responsibilities and time
commitment involved. I have the time
and also feel that I would be the best
representative of our class. Once again
I would like to stress the importance of
getting everyone involved. Let's make
the Class of 1986 a force in Kenyon's
history.

Answers to Trivia
1. Harlan 2. Benjamin Franklin
3. CharloUe 4. Adam West
5. Ireland

from page one

all goal of the project is to make the
operations of the Olin and Chalmers
function as "one fully integrated building" bUI also maintain the distincitive
character of each building.
Dameron
invites
students
to
examine and critique the samples of
new library furniture upstairs. He seeks
student input on the design of both study
chairs and lounge chairs. Opinion fOnTIS
are being collected and tallied now because the furniture must be ordered by
November.

fore." notes McGraw. "At first. n's a
little overwhelming
But my students
are perfectly capable of doing that type
of work It's a matter of readjusting
their mindsets 10 this type of load."
John Hay is the firs! Cleveland
public school to join the collaborative
effort that prepares secondary school
students for the challenge of college,
Six independent secondary schools have
participated in the program since its inception in June 1979, Those schools are
Hathaway Brown in Shaker Heights;
Hawken in Gates Mills; Laurel in
Shaker Heights; Maumee Valley Country Day in Toledo; University School in
Chagrin Falls; and Western Reserve
Academy in Hudson. Two other public
high schools, in Fredericktown
and
Mount Vernon. are also active in
SCAP.
SCAP Associate Director Peter
Rutkoff. a history professor at Kenyon,
noted, "You have to imagine this as really a little institution in itself, with
more than ten campuses."
One of the important aspects of the
program, in addition to enriching the
curriculum for the superior student, is
to get teachers talking about teaching.
loan Srraumanis, Academic Dean at
Kenyon, said, "One of the best aspects
of the program is that John Hay and
Kenyon faculty members will be talking
together about teaching, about the best
ways to design and present their
courses. This will benefit all the stu-

Special:

111% discount

when

you mention

Kenyon administrators of SCA
say they. are continuing the effort bel!U
in the 1950s when the College Create
the Advanced Placement Program t
make the transition from Secondary
schools to college an easier one for students, without course duplication. Stu,
dents enrolled in SCAP courses _ they
may choose from history, art. biology,
computer
programming.
eConomics
English. French, Latin. philosophy:
physics, political science. Spanish, and
statistics ~ have reponed them to be
"rigorous,
broader. and at a higher
level" than their other Courses.
Rutkoff said the College hopes to
expand SCAP into additional Cclveland
and other Ohio schools and that funding
for an intensive three-week summer session for students interested in SCAP is
being sought.

Bausinger
conrinued

from page three

Bausinger concluded that "so far
this year my job has been Successful.
mainly with freshmen and their R.A. 's.
but I hope to see more upperclassmen
in the future." So if you are OIlC of those
freshman, R. A. 's or upperclassmen just
mentioned, and are in need of Vicki
Bausinger's assistance, you can find her
at her desk located on the second floor
of the Student Activities Center.

WATCH

Jobs
continued from page four

New Horizons, which is a camp for disabled children,
senior John Ebbert
worked as an intern at the Williamstown
Theatre Festival, and senior David LeGros worked as an intern in the radiology
section of the Cleveland Clinic.
If you are interested in acquiring
such a job. the Kenyon Career Development Center can help you find one,
They are open Monday through Friday
from 8;30 a.m. to 4;30 p.m. and on
Sunday from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
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D.J.Dance-freepopcorn-lO:OOp,m.
Country Rock Band "Phoenix"
10;00 p.m.
Monday Night Football.
25% off large

Tuesday,

24th

Movie: Wavelength 8:00 p. m.
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Upper Dempsey

Please contact Mrs. Kay Akey, your
catering manager - PBX 2296 - if
you would like to reserve a table in
Upper Dempsey for your group or
meeting.

